Quarter 1 Vocabulary PACKET 4
The Lightning Thief - Chapters 16-18
Packet Started: _______________
Packet due: _______________
Teacher given score:

**Lessons should be COMPLETED in class on a daily basis**
4  Exceeds

3  Meets

10090% My work
meets ALL the
criteria for high
quality consistently.

My work is 9075%
complete and/or
misses 12 criteria
sometimes.

2 Approaching
My work is 7550%
complete. My work
has evidence of
quality but not
consistently.

1  Beginning

0

More than 50% of
my work is not done
or not yet meeting
many criteria for
quality.

Minimal to No work
completed.

The Lightning Thief  Chapter 16 Vocabulary
Higher Vocabulary
Word (part of speech)
*Draw an illustration of
Word or use it in a
sentenceunder the line

metamorphosis
(noun)
_______________

indignation
(noun)
_______________

vagrant
(noun)
_______________

Direct Quote from Text
(Page #)
*Highlight/Underline
context clues

“I mean she was taken
from the Minotaur
before she could die.
She was turned into a
shower of gold, right?
That’s metamorphosis.
Not death. She’s being
kept,” (page 244).

“ ‘You hot, big boy?’ he
asked the lion, then
splashed the rest of the
bucket right in the lion’s
face. The lion roared in
indignation,” (page
254).

“We stumbled out into
the desert afternoon. It
was a hundred and ten
degrees, easy, and we
must’ve looked like
deepfried vagrants,
but everybody was too
interested in the wild
animals to pay us much
attention,” (page 257).

Your definition
(guess based on
context clues)

Denotation
(dictionary definition…
given in class copy it
word for word)

The Lightning Thief  Chapter 17 Vocabulary
Higher Vocabulary
Word (part of speech)
*Draw an illustration of
Word or use it in a
sentenceunder the line

chasm
(noun)
_______________

grimace
(verb)
_______________

qualm
(noun)
_______________

Direct Quote from Text
(Page #)
*Highlight/Underline
context clues

“It deposited me at the
edge of the ocean
proper, where the sand
bank dropped off into a
huge chasm. It was like
standing on the rim of
the Grand Canyon at
midnight, not being able
to see much, but
knowing the void was
right there,” (page 271).
“I told Grover and
Annabeth what had
happened, and showed
them the pearls.
Annabeth grimaced.
‘No gift comes without a
price,’” (page 273).

“I uncapped Riptide. ‘A
few simple
adjustments…’ I had no
qualms about what I
was about to do...he
deserved to turn into
dust for a while,” (page
281).

Your definition
(guess based on
context clues)

Denotation
(dictionary definition…
given in class copy it
word for word)

Chapters 16 & 17 Vocabulary PRACTICE #1
Spelling: Look back in the packet to find the words and spell each correctly THREE times.

1._______________________________________________________________________________
2._______________________________________________________________________________
3._______________________________________________________________________________
4._______________________________________________________________________________
5._______________________________________________________________________________
6._______________________________________________________________________________

Definitions: Use your word bank to record the correct word for each definition.

1.______________________________: (noun) a homeless person who does not have a job
and moves frequently
2. ______________________________: (noun) a feeling of doubt or uncertainty about
whether you are doing the right thing
3.______________________________: (noun) a facial expression of disgust, disapproval,
or pain
4. ______________________________: (noun) a complete change of character,
appearance, or condition; a transformation
5.______________________________: (noun) anger or annoyance caused by something
thought of as unfair or unjust
6.______________________________: (noun) a deep opening in the earth or another
surface; a difference in opinion between people

The Lightning Thief  Chapter 18 Vocabulary
Higher Vocabulary
Word (part of speech)
*Draw an illustration of
Word or use it in a
sentenceunder the line

transparent
(adjective)
_______________

vague
(adjective)
_______________

dissipate
(verb)
_______________

Direct Quote from Text
(Page #)
*Highlight/Underline
context clues

“Out of the corner of my
eye, I could see them all
just fine, but if I focused
on one of them in
particular, they started
looking...transparent,”
(page 284).

“A couple of
blackedrobed ghouls
had pulled aside one
spirit and were frisking
him at the security desk.
The face of the dead
man looked vaguely
familiar,” (page 292).

“...Cerebus licked his
three sets of lips...and
sat, immediately
crushing a dozen spirits
who’d been passing
underneath him in the
EZ DEATH line. The
spirits had muffled
hisses as they
dissipated, like the air
let out of tires,” (page
296).

Your definition
(guess based on
context clues)

Denotation
(dictionary definition…
given in class copy it
word for word)

Chapters 1315 Vocabulary PRACTICE #2
Spelling: Look back in the packet to find the words and spell each correctly THREE times.

1._______________________________________________________________________________
2._______________________________________________________________________________
3._______________________________________________________________________________
4._______________________________________________________________________________
5._______________________________________________________________________________
6._______________________________________________________________________________
7._______________________________________________________________________________
8._______________________________________________________________________________
9._______________________________________________________________________________

Definitions: Use your word bank to record the correct word for each definition.
1.______________________________: (noun) a homeless person who does not have a job and
moves frequently
2. ______________________________: (noun) a facial expression of disgust, disapproval, or pain
3.______________________________: (adjective) not described well, unclear and uncertain
4. ______________________________: (noun) a complete change of character, appearance, or
condition; a transformation
5.______________________________: (adjective) seethrough; clear
6.______________________________: (verb) To disappear or cause to disappear, to drive away
7.______________________________:(noun) a deep opening in the earth or another surface; a
difference in opinion between people
8.______________________________: (noun) a feeling of doubt or uncertainty about whether you
are doing the right thing
9.______________________________:(noun) anger or annoyance caused by something thought of
as unfair or unjust

Chapters 1618 Vocabulary PRACTICE #3
Spelling: Record each word as it is said aloud.
1.______________________

4.________________________

7.________________________

2.______________________

5.________________________

8.________________________

3.______________________

6.________________________

9.________________________

Definitions: Use your word bank to record the correct word for each definition.

1.______________________________: (adjective) seethrough; clear
2. ______________________________: (noun) anger or annoyance caused by something thought of as
unfair or unjust
3.______________________________: (adjective) not described well, unclear and uncertain
4. ______________________________: (noun) a complete change of character, appearance, or
condition; a transformation
5.______________________________: (noun) a homeless person who does not have a job and moves
frequently
6.______________________________: (verb) To disappear or cause to disappear, to drive away
7.______________________________:(noun) a deep opening in the earth or another surface; a
difference in opinion between people
8.______________________________: (noun) a feeling of doubt or uncertainty about whether you are
doing the right thing
9.______________________________:(noun) a facial expression of disgust, disapproval, or pain
Fill in the blank: Part 1: Underline the context clues in each sentence.
Part 2: Record the correct word to complete each sentence. Each word is used only ONCE!

1. The student’s disruptive behavior in class filled the teacher with ________________________.
2. The book summary was so ________________________, it told me nothing whatsoever about
what happened in the story.
3. Although Steve said he was fine, the ________________________ on his face told us his injury
was serious.
4. Elena and Maria were best friends until a ________________________ about a boy ended their
friendship.
5. Because the windows were caked with mud, they were not ________________________.
6. It is an amazing sight to watch the ________________________ of a caterpillar into a butterfly.
7. Although the business owner did not have a job to offer the ________________________, he did
provide the man with a meal and new clothes.
8. According to meteorologists, the storm will ________________________ after a few hours and
make way for the sunshine.
9. The evil dictator arrested the innocent protestors without a ________________________.

